AGENDA

June 25th, 2019

How MED ports will proactively face the environmental challenge?

8:30 am Registration – Welcome Coffee

9:00 am Welcome speech (Chantal HELMAN - President of the MEDports Association - Member of the Directory of the Port of Marseille Authority – Francesco DI MAJO – Vice President of the MEDports Association – President of the Port Authority of Civitavecchia) / Martine VASSAL - President of the Metropolis of Aix-Marseille)

9:15 am OPENING SESSION MED ports’ proactivity towards the global environmental challenges

⇒ Blue Economy & Green Ports
   Patricia RICARD, President – Paul Ricard Oceanographic Institute

⇒ MEDports & International Maritime Transport
   Hercules HARALAMBIDES, Professor of Maritime Economics and Management – Dalian Maritime University (China) and Texas A&M University (USA)

10:00 am Special Event Special address for 2019 New Members of the MEDports Association and speech of Pr. Ala’a Morsy – Port training Institute Arab Academy for Science, Technology & Maritime Transport as a new Member – Coffee Break

10:30 am SESSION 1 Objectives and constraints of the energy transition in maritime transport

Moderator: Raul CASCAJO

⇒ Sustainability report in MED ports
   Raul CASCAJO, co-Chairman – MEDports Association’s Sustainability Committee

⇒ How climate change impacts on our ports?
   Regina ASARIOTIS, Chief, Policy and Legislation Section – UNCTAD

⇒ Evolution of the regulations: reduction of emissions (IMO regulation,…)
   Océane RIGNAULT, Project Manager Environment – French Ministry of Ecological and Solidarity Transition
⇒ **Facing the challenge**  
*Paul TOURRET*, Director – Superior Institute of Maritime Economy ISEMAR

⇒ **European ports facing the energy transition**  
*Isabelle RYCKBOST*, ESPO’s Secretary General

⇒ **Motorways of the Sea as a sustainability tool**  
*Kurt BODEWIG*, Motorways of the Sea Coordinator – EU

Interactive Ports Panel with Port Authority representatives and Q&A

12:00 pm **PRESENTATION:** The EUROMARITIME Event 2020: *Christine CABAU-WOEHREL*, President and *Jean-Marie BIETTE*, Secretary General

12:30 am Lunch Break

1:30 pm **SESSION 2** Innovative greener logistics solutions for ports  
Moderator: Antonis MICHAIL

⇒ **World Port Sustainability Program (WPSP) and Environment Ship Index (ESI)**  
*Atonis MICHAIL* – Project Coordinator WPSP - IAPH

⇒ **Ship-owners and fleet changes**  
*Xavier LECLERCQ*, Vice President – CMA Ships  
*Beniamino MALTESE*, Chief Financial Officer – COSTA Cruises

⇒ **SMART port challenge**  
*Pierre GARREAU*, CEO & Co-founder – SEAROUTES

⇒ **The example of African Ports**  
*Afi Esaié KOUASSI*, Chief Projects Officer – Port Management Association of West and Central Africa

Interactive Ports Panel with Port Authority representatives and Q&A

3:00 pm Coffee Break

3:30 pm **SESSION 3** The SMART port, a work tool of innovation towards impact reduction  
Moderator: Stephane REICHE

⇒ **“Data Mare Nostrum” project – Operational project of the MEDports Association’s SMARTport Committee**  
*Christophe REYNAUD*, IT and Logistics Consultant – MGI
⇒ On shore power supply: opportunities and challenges
   Roberto BERNACCHI, Grid Interties Global Product Manager - ABB

⇒ Blockchain and Interconnection of Shipping Community Systems
   Prof. Ahmed YOUSSEF, Professor of Maritime Technology – AASTMT

⇒ Cybersecurity in maritime transport
   Martin de MAUPEOU, Manager - CEIS

⇒ Creation of a community of Ports Community Systems in the Mediterranean
   Jalal BENHAYOUN, CEO – PORTNET

Interactive Ports Panel with Port Authority representatives and Q&A

5:00 pm   Final speech